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3 Locaties in uw favorieten 

 by Vincent_AF   

Wavs 

"Drop the Beat!"

WAVS at the Maharani Palace hotel is one of the city's top nightlife

destinations. Though small, accommodating up to 110 people, the club is

well equipped with state-of-the-art sound systems that ensure the party

keeps on going. With comfortable private areas, a happening dance floor

and a great drinks menu, this Sindhi Camp club is a great place to blow off

some steam with friends when visiting the Pink City. The chic décor,

delicious eats, and bass-thumping beats combine to make an evening at

WAVS one to remember. The theme is usually Bollywood so go ahead and

bring your best bhangra moves to this party.

 +91 141 413 2100  Station Road, Hotel Maharani Palace, Jaipur

 by IntangibleArts   

Amigos 

"Mexico in Jaipur"

A luscious drink and lip smacking finger food is all one needs to escape

the banalities of a set routine. And at Amigos, this is made more alluring

by the snazzy ambiance reflecting a Mexican theme. This hip bar at the

Hotel Om Tower presents an assorted array of fresh salads accompanied

by an impressive selection of spirits. Guests are kept entertained with

popular TV shows and sports tournaments aired on the plasma screens.

Their discotheque is indeed the place to head to for a great night out of

socializing and dancing.

 +91 141 404 6666  www.hotelomtower.com  info@hotelomtower.com  Church Road, Hotel Om

Tower, Mirza Ismail Road,

Jaipur

 by Lindsey Gira   

60 ML 

"Spin Around"

60 ML is a trendy bar and discotheque located within the Rockland Hotel.

The nightclub and lounge can accommodate groups and features a lively

dance floor as well as cozy nooks and private booths for a more intimate

lounge experience. The sleek interiors are decorated with contemporary

flair and feature stylish mood lighting that add to the charm. Mingle over

drinks and bar eats as the DJ spins the latest tracks or settle in and watch

your favorite team compete on their massive sports screen. The clientele

is mostly male, and generally sports-loving. This is a great place to catch

the latest IPL match and cheer on your team!

 +91 141 261 1347  263 Frontier Colony, Hotel Rockland, Jaipur
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